
Prospective umpires reading this document are assumed to be new, with little or no game experience. If you have 

umpired previously, please contact me at umpires@bedfordsoftball.com to discuss your placement in the program. 

Becoming game eligible 

New umpires need to do 3 things before taking the field: 

 Study the Intermediate Division Rules 

 Take, submit, and pass the Umpire I exam 

 Attend the umpire training session (date/time/location TBA) 

The Intermediate division rules 

If you have played softball or baseball before but have never seen an intermediate division game, the rules will strike 

you as rather strange. There are a number of rules that are very different, sometimes illogical, and often difficult for 

players, coaches, and fans to remember. They are, however, rules that are designed to create a developmental 

environment for our intermediate players, and your ability to understand and communicate their spirit to other people 

will go a long way towards establishing your authority as an umpire, and will further the objectives of the league and 

improve the experience for our younger players. 

The rules are included below, and where appropriate there are notes on background and intent for these rules. Please 

study both the rules and their spirit – an understanding of both will make you a better umpire right from the start. When 

you feel comfortable with the rules, please take the Umpire I test. 

BGSL Intermediate Division Rules 

(umpire notes are in red) 

Game logistics 

Games will last 6 innings; however, no inning will begin after 90 minutes of play. A tie game may go into extra innings 

provided that time remains. The bottom of an inning can be played even if the home team leads if both teams want to 

continue. (Note the start time, and either write it down or ask one of the coaches to do it for you, and choose an official 

timepiece – wearing or having a watch is a great idea.) 

There is a 4-run rule per inning, after which teams will change places regardless of how many outs have been made. 

There is no ‘continuation rule’ – teams cannot score more than 4 runs in their half of an inning under any circumstances. 

(Let the play on which the 4
th

 run scores finish normally, then remind the coaches that only 4 runs score and have the 

teams switch places) 

Coaches will field as many as 11 players on defense. 

Six standard infielders will be positioned (P, C, 1B, 2B, 3B, SS) 

As many as 5 outfielders may be played, provided they begin each play off the infield dirt. (Reposition players before the 

pitch if necessary, but enforce no penalty if an outfielder is on the infield dirt. Instead, remind the coach and ask them to 

keep an eye on their outfielders’ position) 



Teams may field different number of players based on rosters and attendance; the goal is to have as few inactive 

defensive players as possible. Teams are welcome to lend outfielders to short-handed teams, provided lent players do 

not miss an at-bat. 

Pitching 

Pitchers will deliver from a pitching rubber placed 32’ from home plate. (Inform coaches that pitchers who cannot quite 

reach the plate can move in a little, but balance that against the safety of a pitcher standing too close to field a line drive 

hit at them) 

Umpires will be instructed to watch for illegal pitches, but will provide only constructive correction to infractions; no 

bases will be awarded. The illegal pitch is ruled a ball or strike as though it were thrown legally. (Take a minute to correct 

the pitcher – ideally while she is warming up) 

A player may not pitch more than 2 innings in any game, whether consecutive or not. (You should not be tracking this, 

but if you notice a girl pitching more than 2 innings be sure to bring it to the coach’s attention – we want multiple 

players given the opportunity to develop pitching skills) 

Catching 

Players will perform all catching duties (Be generous with your assistance to these young catchers – keep an eye out for 

their positioning, safety equipment, and confidence. This is a tough position to learn, and your quiet encouragement of 

their efforts will go a long way) 

Catchers should be coached to watch for steal attempts at 3rd base (see Base Running below). 

Catchers should always make the throw to 3rd base when runners are stealing, as no advance is allowed on an 

unsuccessful play or overthrow. (You should remind and encourage them to make this throw, even if the runner is 

clearly safe – the girls need to improve on this skill and practice in a game is key) 

Batting 

All batters start with a count of 1 ball and 1 strike. (This is designed to shorten the at bat – thereby getting more kids to 

the plate in a game – and should encourage the players to swing. Always remind the batter of the starting count) 

No walks are issued. 

Bunting is not permitted. 

If the count reaches 4 balls, one of the batter’s coaches will enter the game to complete the at-bat; the defending 

pitcher retains her defensive position. A coach may pitch from a distance they feel best gives their batter a chance to hit. 

(Coaches, especially new ones, will need frequent reminders that they need to jump in after 4 balls. Once the coach is in, 

you only need to track and announce strikes; balls are called but ignored) 

Batters can strike out by swinging or watching a 3rd strike. 

A batter hit with a pitch will be granted 1st base, provided only that the batter was in the batter’s box. A batter hit by a 

coach’s pitch stays at the plate. (Encourage players to move out of the way of wayward pitches – they have a tendency 

to freeze. We want as few hit batters as possible) 

Umpires will be instructed to call a strike zone generous to the pitcher to encourage swinging and to maintain the pace 

of the game. This zone will stretch about the width of a ball on either side of the plate, but will not extend vertically. 



(Don’t call high strikes, as young players are inclined already to swing at high balls, but keep the strike zone generous to 

encourage swinging and reduce the number of times the coaches come out to pitch) 

The infield fly rule does not apply. (This rule applies starting in 12U) 

Base Running 

(Most mistakes made by runners are due to not knowing the rules. As an umpire you must keep track of the play, and if 

a runner ends up in the wrong place she should be returned to the correct base with an explanation of the rule that 

applies) 

Stealing is permitted only by runners starting a play at 2nd base. 

The runner at 2nd base cannot leave the base until the pitch crosses home plate. 

If a runner leaves 2nd base early, the umpire will return the runner to 2nd base and issue a warning to her team; any 

subsequent early departures will result in the base runner being called out. (Issue this warning in a positive way to 

remind all players about the rule – you will see this rule broken more in the early part of the season until the players get 

the hang of stealing) 

The runner attempting to steal 3rd cannot advance home on a failed effort to throw her out. (We want the defense 

trying to make this play, and don’t want them penalized for the effort) 

No advance by the batter is allowed on a dropped 3rd strike. (This rule applies starting in 12U Majors) 

Base runners may not leave the base until the bat strikes the ball, except as above. 

Base runners may not initiate physical contact with a defender, including the catcher, for the purposes of dislodging the 

ball or disrupting the play. Sliding is not mandatory, but encouraged to minimize collisions. (Runners and fielders need to 

start learning their respective rights to the base – this will be an ongoing area of your development, as complex rules 

start to apply later on in this area. Your goal right now is to avoid collisions, injuries, and tears) 

If a base runner is on with two outs and is scheduled to catch the next inning, the coach should substitute a courtesy 

runner so as to minimize dressing delays between innings. (Remind the offensive coach once there are 2 outs that the 

catcher for next inning should be getting dressed – it can take a long time at this age – and if she is on the bases there 

should be a substitute runner put in place) 

Infield hits 

Hits fielded on the infield dirt allow the batter to advance no further than 1st base. (Making the throw to and catch at 1
st

 

base is the key defensive skill – we want defenses making this play without too many consequences, and want batters 

focused on running through 1
st

 base correctly rather than scrambling around the bases because of bobble) 

Hits fielded on the infield dirt allow a base runner on 1st base to attempt 2nd base, but to advance no further. (We want 

runners at 1
st

 and 2
nd

 base for two reasons: this creates force plays at 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 which are good learning opportunities 

for the defense, and creates the chance for runners at 2
nd

 to learn how to steal 3
rd

) 

Base runners starting a play on 2nd base may attempt to score on any hit. (Once a runner is on 2
nd

, we want them 

scoring when the ball is hit – scoring is fun to do, and it is a good teaching moment for the defense to be aware of base 

runners in scoring position) 



An overthrow to 1st base resulting in the ball hitting the adjacent fence or leaving the field of play will result in the 

umpire calling the ball dead and advancing all runners one base more than they would have taken on the single (i.e. a 

runner starting at 1st base goes to 3rd; a runner starting on 2nd or 3rd base scores). (There are a lot of overthrows at 

this level, and if allowed to keep running most batters could turn every infield hit into a home run. We want the defense 

to make throws to the bases, but especially want that throw to 1
st

 to become accurate; wild throws that hit the fence or 

leave the field result in a reward to the offense) 

On all other overthrows base runners will not advance. (Often coaches will instinctively tell a player to advance on an 

overthrow. No player will advance on any overthrow unless you have called the play dead on the rule above, so be 

prepared to return players to their bases and remind coaches of the rule) 

Coaches at 3rd base should send runners coming from 2nd home on infield hits to teach the 1st baseman to watch home 

after an out at first. (With the base running restrictions we have above, some coaches get too conservative and hold 

runners at 3
rd

; be sure to remind them that players on 2
nd

 are encouraged to score, so they should be sending them 

home) 

A player starting at 2nd base may not continue home on an unsuccessful attempt to throw them out at 3rd. (Although 

we want players scoring from 2
nd

, we want it to happen for positive reasons – a hit – and not negative ones – a failed 

defensive effort. Runners who beat a throw attempt at 3
rd

 should stay there so as not to punish the defense for making 

the very attempt we are encouraging from them) 

Outfield hits 

Hits leaving the infield allow the base runners to attempt multiple bases. 

Once the ball is returned to the pitcher, runners will advance only to the base they are currently running towards. 

If on an outfield hit an attempt is made on a runner at 2nd or 3rd, neither that runner nor any trailing runner will 

advance if the attempt fails; preceding runners may continue home. (Coaches will teach their players to ‘get the ball to 

the pitcher’, and when they do runners should stop at the next base. As the season goes on, players should start trying 

to make plays on runners at 2
nd

 and 3
rd

, and when they do so the runners at or behind that base should be held) 

Umpires 

(Recognize from the rules below, which are put out to coaches multiple times each season, that we want you to learn 

umpiring in a constructive environment. You should always be trying to perform well and improve your skills, but you 

will not be confronted by adults when you make mistakes – we will help you learn from them, and will deal with any 

adult who fails to grasp the significance of this program.) 

Umpires for intermediate division games will generally be entry-level participants in BGSL’s youth umpire program. 

Coaches should expect some mistakes and inconsistencies; like the players, these umpires are learning new skills. 

Coaches will consider umpires to be part of the developmental program, and take personal responsibility for the 

umpire’s experience relative to players, parents, and other spectators. 

This program is central to BGSL’s mission and is an opportunity for participants to develop leadership and life skills; it is 

BGSL’s mandate to allow such development to take place in a safe, constructive environment. 

The umpires are compensated and are considered to be in ongoing training, so constructive feedback on their 

performance should be returned to the Umpire-in-Chief as often as possible. (Coaches are told to give you praise directly 



but to refer criticism to me; you should take pride in any compliments you get from the game participants or spectators, 

and if there are complaints you and I will handle them together as constructive feedback to make you a better umpire. 

You should never get negative feedback from a player, coach, or parent, and if you do I need to know about it right away 

so the situation can be corrected) 

Coaches are not permitted to question any umpire call during the inning in which it is made; coaches are not allowed to 

leave the dugout, bench, or coaches’ box area to confront or converse with an umpire during the game. 

Constructive discussion may be requested between innings, provided that the coach is seeking to clarify a rule for the 

umpire in such a way as to bolster her confidence and improve her ability to make correct calls subsequently. A coach 

from each team should always be present for such discussions, and they can never be confrontational or antagonistic. 

(Coaches may approach you between innings – and later in your career during the game – to ask about a call or a rule. 

This is an important part of your role as an umpire, but in the early going we do not want you harassed or intimidated, 

either on purpose or not. That said, don’t be afraid to listen to constructive advice from a coach, and don’t be afraid to 

admit that you missed a call – being able to tell a coach that you know the rule but missed on a play gives you both 

confidence that the next time it happens you’ll get it right) 

Given the inherent age and/or gender differential, any interaction with adults involved in the event will be reviewed in 

favor of the umpire, and BGSL may take disciplinary action against the adult in question in accordance with the by-laws. 

Coaches are reminded that BGSL supports a zero-tolerance approach to all umpire confrontations, and first offenses are 

subject to suspension and/or dismissal from the program. 

Standings and scores 

Score will be kept, reported to the Division Director, and recorded on the league website. 

No playoffs will be held for this division. 


